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Abstract 41 

Chemosensory information processing in the mouse accessory olfactory system (AOS) 42 

guides the expression of social behavior. After salient chemosensory encounters, the 43 

accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) experiences changes in the balance of excitation and 44 

inhibition at reciprocal synapses between mitral cells (MCs) and local interneurons. The 45 

mechanisms underlying these changes remain controversial. Moreover, it remains 46 

unclear whether MC-interneuron plasticity is unique to specific behaviors, such as 47 

mating, or whether it is a more general feature of the AOB circuit. Here, we describe 48 

targeted electrophysiological studies of AOB inhibitory internal granule cells (IGCs), 49 

many of which upregulate the immediate-early gene Arc after male-male social 50 

experience. Following the resident-intruder paradigm, Arc-expressing IGCs in acute 51 

AOB slices from resident males displayed stronger excitation than non-expressing 52 

neighbors when sensory inputs are stimulated. The increased excitability of Arc-53 

expressing IGCs was not correlated with changes in the strength or number of 54 

excitatory synapses with MCs, but was instead associated with increased intrinsic 55 

excitability and decreased HCN channel-mediated IH currents. Consistent with 56 

increased inhibition by IGCs, MCs responded to sensory input stimulation with 57 

decreased depolarization and spiking following resident-intruder encounters. These 58 

results reveal that non-mating behaviors drive AOB inhibitory plasticity, and indicate that 59 

increased MC inhibition involves intrinsic excitability changes in Arc-expressing 60 

interneurons. 61 

  62 
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Significance Statement: The accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) is a site of experience-63 

dependent plasticity between excitatory mitral cells (MCs) and inhibitory internal granule 64 

cells (IGCs), but the physiological mechanisms and behavioral conditions driving this 65 

plasticity remain unclear. Here, we report studies of AOB neuronal plasticity following 66 

male-male social chemosensory encounters. We show that the plasticity-associated 67 

immediate-early gene Arc is selectively expressed in IGCs from resident males 68 

following the resident-intruder assay. After behavior, Arc-expressing IGCs are more 69 

strongly excited by sensory input stimulation and MC activation is suppressed. Arc-70 

expressing IGCs do not show increased excitatory synaptic drive, but instead show 71 

increased intrinsic excitability. These data indicate that MC-IGC plasticity is induced 72 

after male-male social chemosensory encounters, resulting in enhanced MC 73 

suppression by Arc-expressing IGCs. 74 

  75 
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Introduction 76 

A central goal in neuroscience is to understand how sensory processing in the brain 77 

guides behavior. The mammalian accessory olfactory system (AOS) is an attractive 78 

neural pathway for studying the processes linking sensation and behavior because the 79 

AOS has a relatively linear circuit pathway into the brain and drives a variety of social 80 

behaviors (reviewed in Liberles, 2014). In the AOS, sensory information is generated in 81 

the vomeronasal organ (VNO) and processed by a single dedicated neural circuit, the 82 

accessory olfactory bulb (AOB), before being sent to limbic structures including the 83 

medial amygdala and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (Scalia and Winans, 1975). 84 

Animals lacking proper AOS signaling display a range of atypical behaviors, including 85 

deficits in predator avoidance (Papes et al., 2010; Perez-Gomez et al., 2015), courtship 86 

(Pankevich et al., 2004; Kimchi et al., 2007; Ferrero et al., 2013), and territorial 87 

aggression (Stowers et al., 2002; Chamero et al., 2007; Leinders-Zufall et al., 2014). 88 

Though many of these behaviors are considered innate, behavioral and physiological 89 

evidence suggests that the AOB is a site of experience-dependent plasticity. This has 90 

been best studied in the context of pregnancy block, in which a female forms a 91 

chemosensory memory of her recent mate, but remains unexplored in the context of 92 

other AOS-mediated social behaviors (Bruce, 1959; Brennan et al., 1990).  93 

There is still much to learn about how the AOB contributes to plasticity in social 94 

behaviors. In pregnancy block, one hypothesis proposes that inhibitory gain limits 95 

activation of AOB projection neurons, called mitral cells (MCs) to the chemosensory 96 

cues of a recent mate (reviewed in Brennan, 2009). Increased inhibition involves 97 

changes at reciprocal dendro-dendritic synapses between MCs and AOB interneurons 98 
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(Brennan et al., 1990; Araneda and Firestein, 2006; Larriva-Sahd, 2008; Brennan, 2009; 99 

Smith et al., 2009). It remains unclear whether such inhibition is induced by other social 100 

chemosensory encounters, and the specific neuronal populations that contribute to 101 

these effects are not yet clear. 102 

Immediate early genes (IEGs) are expressed in recently active neurons and can 103 

provide extensive information about the cells and networks that participate in sensory 104 

and behavioral experiences (Kawashima et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2015; Vousden et al., 105 

2015). The IEG Arc is both an important plasticity-related gene and a useful marker of 106 

neuronal populations engaged by experience (reviewed in Shepherd and Bear, 2011). 107 

Arc is typically expressed in principal excitatory neurons (e.g., cortical and hippocampal 108 

pyramidal neurons), where it mediates many forms of experience-dependent synaptic 109 

plasticity (Plath et al., 2006; Vazdarjanova et al., 2006; Jakkamsetti et al., 2013). 110 

Studies of Arc expression in the AOB show that it is selectively upregulated in subsets 111 

of AOB internal granule cells (IGCs), but not MCs, in male and female rodents after 112 

mating (Matsuoka et al., 2002a; Matsuoka et al., 2003). Arc expression by interneurons 113 

has also been noted in the main olfactory bulb in several studies (Guthrie et al., 2000; 114 

Vazdarjanova et al., 2006; Shakhawat et al., 2014). The selective expression of Arc by 115 

interneurons is atypical, and studying these populations is likely to provide new insights 116 

into the role of Arc in non-principal neuronal types.  117 

Here, we report that Arc is selectively expressed in posterior AOB IGCs of male 118 

mice following the resident-intruder territorial aggression assay. Arc upregulation by 119 

IGCs required intact vomeronasal signaling, indicating that centrifugal inputs were not 120 

sufficient to induce Arc in this behavioral paradigm. Following resident-intruder 121 
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behavior, Arc-expressing IGCs in resident males showed enhanced network excitation 122 

compared to non-expressing IGCs, while MC activity was suppressed. We investigated 123 

the IGC physiological features that underlie their enhanced activity and found no 124 

evidence for an increase in excitatory synapse strength or number. Instead, we found 125 

that Arc-expressing IGCs display a robust increase in intrinsic excitability compared to 126 

other IGCs. Our results show that AOB inhibitory plasticity occurs after non-mating 127 

behaviors, and reveal cellular mechanisms underlying MC inhibition after chemosensory 128 

social encounters.  129 

 130 
 131 
Materials and Methods 132 
 133 
Mice 134 

All animal procedures were in compliance with the UT Southwestern Institutional 135 

Care and Use Committee. Sexually-naïve adult male mice aged 6-12 weeks were 136 

housed on a customized 12/12 light cycle with the lights on from noon until midnight. 137 

Food and water were provided ad libitum. Arc-d4EGFP-BAC (a kind gift from Pavel 138 

Osten via Kimberly Huber; Grinevich et al., 2009) and Arctm1St (“Arc-/-“ or “Arc-d2EGFP”; 139 

Jackson Labs Stock # 007662; RRID:IMSR_JAX:007662; Wang et al., 2006) mice were 140 

generous gifts from Kimberly Huber. Trpc2tm1Dlc (“Trpc2-/-“ Jackson Labs Stock # 141 

021208; RRID:IMSR_JAX:021208; Stowers et al., 2002) and Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-142 

tdTomato)Hze (“Ai9” Jackson Labs Stock # 007905; RRID:IMSR_JAX:007905; Madisen et 143 

al., 2010) mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory. A total of 119 mice were used 144 

in this study. 145 

 146 
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Experimental Design  147 

Resident male mice were individually housed on corn cob bedding, without cage 148 

changes, for one week prior to the experiment. All behavior occurred during the dark 149 

phase (Zeitgeber time 20-24 h) in a dimly lit room to facilitate video recording. After a 150 

10-minute habituation period, a BALB/cJ male intruder mouse was introduced to the 151 

resident cage for 10-minute encounter. To test the response to soiled bedding alone, a 152 

small petri dish was filled with bedding from a cage of 4 BALB/cJ males that had gone 153 

without cage changes for one week. This petri dish was introduced to the resident’s 154 

cage for 10 minutes instead of an intruder animal. Following behavior, imaging and 155 

electrophysiological experiments were performed as described below in detail. 156 

 157 

Live slice preparation 158 

Animals were anesthetized with isofluorane and decapitated 3 hours after the 159 

resident-intruder paradigm was completed unless otherwise specified. Brains were 160 

dissected and 400 μm parasagittal sections of the AOB were prepared using a Leica 161 

VT1200 vibrating microtome in ice-cold, oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). 162 

ACSF contained (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 25 mM 163 

NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 25 mM glucose, 3 mM myo-inositol, 2 mM Na-pyruvate, 164 

0.4 mM Na-ascorbate) with an additional 9 mM MgCl2 in the slicing buffer. After slicing, 165 

the slices were kept in a recovery chamber at room temperature (22 °C) containing 166 

ACSF with 0.5 mM kynurenic acid to prevent potential glutamate excitotoxicity during 167 

the recovery/holding period. Just prior to recordings, slices were transferred to a slice 168 

chamber (Warner Instruments) mounted on a fluorescence- and differential interference 169 
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contrast imaging-equipped upright microscope (FN1 Model, Nikon). Oxygenated ACSF 170 

was superfused via a peristaltic pump (Gilson) at a rate of 1-2 mL/min throughout. Slice 171 

temperature was maintained at 32-33 °C via inline and chamber heaters (Warner 172 

Instruments). 173 

 174 

2-photon imaging and image analysis 175 

Image stacks up to 200 μm deep were acquired using an excitation wavelength of 176 

890 nm and a 40x (1.0 NA) water-immersion objective (Olympus). Images were 177 

denoised using a 3D median filter and deconvolved using a model point spread function 178 

in ImageJ (RRID:SCR_003070). Fluorescent cells were counted using a 3D object 179 

counting add-on (Bolte and Cordelieres, 2006). Cell counts were normalized to the 180 

volume of the cell layer of interest.    was computed as follows: 181 

 

where  is the normalized brightness of each cell ( ).  is the mean pixel 182 

intensity within cellular region of interest ,  is the mean pixel intensity within the ICL 183 

but outside cellular regions of interest, and  is the total volume within the imaged 184 

portion of the ICL. This metric combines relative brightness of all identified cells and is 185 

normalized by the imaged volume to facilitate comparisons across experimental 186 

preparations. 187 

 188 

Immunohistochemistry 189 

Following behavior, animals were briefly anesthetized with inhaled isofluorane, then 190 

injected with a ketamine/xylazine cocktail (120 mg/kg ketamine/16 mg/kg xylazine dose) 191 
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and transcardially perfused with 0.01 M PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. 192 

Brains were post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS overnight. Brains were then 193 

cryoprotected overnight in PBS containing 25% sucrose, embedded in OCT compound 194 

(TissueTek), and flash frozen. 30 μm sections were prepared using a Leica CM3050 S 195 

cryostat and processed free-floating. Sections were rinsed 4x in 0.01 M PBS, incubated 196 

in 0.1% Triton X in PBS for 2 hours, rinsed 3x, incubated in 10% goat serum in PBS for 197 

2 hours, and incubated in primary antibody in primary block (0.1% Triton X, 10% goat 198 

serum in PBS) overnight at 4 °C. Sections were then rinsed 3x in PBS and incubated in 199 

secondary antibody in secondary block (0.1% Triton X, 5% goat serum) for 2 hours. 200 

Sections were rinsed 3x, incubated in 500 nM DAPI in PBS, and rinsed 3x again. 201 

Sections were then mounted on slides in Fluoromount-G mounting medium 202 

(SouthernBiotech). Anti-Arc primary antibody specificity (Synaptic Systems #156003 203 

rabbit polyclonal, RRID:AB_887694) was verified using Arc-/- mice and was used at 204 

1:1000. Anti-GFP primary (Abcam #ab13970 chicken polyclonal, RRID:AB_300798) 205 

was used at 1:500. Goat anti-rabbit AF633 (Molecular Probes Cat# A21070, 206 

RRID:AB_2535731) and goat anti-chicken AF488 (Molecular Probes Cat# A11039, 207 

RRID:AB_142924) were both used at 1:2000 dilution.  208 

Biocytin amplification of filled neurons was achieved using streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 209 

568 (ThermoFisher #S11226, RRID:AB_2315774). Slices were washed in PBS 3x for 210 

30 minutes each. Slices were then incubated in a blocking solution containing 0.5% 211 

TritonX and 10% goat serum in PBS for 2 hours, followed by the same blocking solution 212 

containing streptavidin-AF568 at 0.01mg/mL for 4 hours. Slices were then rinsed 3x for 213 

30 min each, and mounted on slides in Fluoromount-G mounting medium. 214 
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For the experiments in Figs. 2 and 5, immunostained sections were imaged with a 215 

40x (1.3 NA) oil immersion objective on an LSM 510 inverted confocal microscope 216 

(Zeiss). For the experiments in Fig. 1, immunostained sections were imaged with a 217 

Zeiss Axioscan.Z1 using a 20x (0.8 NA) air objective. Cells were counted manually 218 

using ImageJ by a scorer blinded to the experimental condition. Anterior-posterior index 219 

was calculated using custom MATLAB software. Spines were counted and 220 

morphological analysis performed using the Simple Neuron Tracer plugin for ImageJ 221 

(Longair et al., 2011) by a scorer blinded to experimental conditions. Spines were 222 

counted on the 100 μm of primary dendrite in the external cellular layer (ECL) starting at 223 

the edge of the lateral olfactory tract.  224 

 225 

Electrophysiology 226 

Whole cell patch-clamp recordings were made on d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs 227 

during a window spanning 4-8 hours following behavior. Thin wall borosilicate glass 228 

electrodes with a tip resistance between 4 and 12 MΩ were filled with internal solution 229 

containing (in mM) 115 K-gluconate, 20 KCl, 10 HEPES, 2 EGTA, 2 MgATP, 0.3 230 

Na2GTP, 10 Na phosphocreatine at pH 7.37. All recordings were amplified using a 231 

MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices) at 20 kHz and were digitized by a 232 

DigiData 1440 analog-digital converter controlled via pClamp 10.5 software (Molecular 233 

Devices, RRID:SCR_011323). Data were analyzed by Clampex 10.5 (Molecular 234 

Devices) and custom software written in MATLAB.  235 

For glomerular stimulation experiments, a theta glass stimulating electrode was 236 

placed in the glomerular layer while recordings were made from IGCs. A series of 0.3 237 
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ms single pulses was used to construct input-output curves (Stimulus Isolator A365RC, 238 

World Precision Instruments), and the stimulation intensity for 20 Hz trains was the 239 

highest sub-saturating value from the input-output analysis. One d4EGFP+ and one 240 

d4EGFP– neuron were recorded per slice (one at a time). The d4EGFP+ neuron was 241 

recorded first in 6/10 pairs. Input-output curves were generated for each neuron, but the 242 

stimulation intensity used for both was chosen based on the first neuron recorded. Prior 243 

to MC recordings, we confirmed that stimulus conditions effectively recruited IGCs 244 

through direct IGC patch clamp recordings (23/24 recordings). 245 

For mEPSC recordings, 5 minutes of baseline activity was recorded, then 1μM TTX 246 

was washed on for 5 minutes, and 5 minutes of post-drug activity was recorded. 247 

Biocytin (3 mg/mL) and/or AlexaFluor568 (166 μM) was added to the internal solution to 248 

visualize dendritic arbors and spines. After filling, slices were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS 249 

for one hour, and then stored in PBS at 4ºC.  250 

To assess intrinsic electrophysiological features, we subjected patched AOB 251 

neurons to a series of current clamp and voltage clamp challenges.  Immediately after 252 

achieving the whole cell configuration, each cell’s resting membrane potential (Vrest) was 253 

measured in current clamp mode. To standardize measurements across cells with 254 

different Vrest, we injected steady-state currents to maintain each cell’s membrane 255 

potential (Vm) between -70 and -75 mV. Based on initial measurements of input 256 

resistance (Rinput), we empirically determined the amplitude of hyperpolarizing current 257 

that adjusted Vm by -50 mV (to ~-125 mV). After determining this initial current injection 258 

amplitude, we generated a cell-specific 10-sweep Clampex protocol that applied 259 

increasingly depolarizing 0.5 s square current pulses, starting with the initial injection 260 
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amplitude. For example, if the initial current injection was determined to be -100 pA, the 261 

10-sweep protocol would have current injection increments of +20 pA (i.e., -100 pA, -80 262 

pA, -60 pA,…,+80 pA). If the initial depolarization was determined to be -125 pA, the 263 

protocol would include increments of +25 pA, etc. This strategy allowed us to objectively 264 

challenge cells with widely varying Vrest and Rinput. In voltage clamp, cells were initially 265 

held at -70 mV, and a series of 12 voltage command steps (0.5 s in duration) were 266 

applied that spanned -100 mV to +10 mV.  267 

For each cell, both current clamp and voltage clamp protocols were applied up to 4 268 

times, and all reported quantities represent the mean responses across repeated trials. 269 

Twenty-six specific intrinsic parameters were extracted from each cell using custom 270 

software written in MATLAB. A description of the parameters in Figure 6A and the 271 

formulas used to calculate them is presented in Table 1. IH current ratio (Fig. 6G) was 272 

calculated using the formula 273 

   274 

 275 
where  is the mean initial current (measured between 10 and 160 ms following the 276 

voltage pulse) and  is the mean steady-state current (measured between 420 and 277 

470 ms after the voltage pulse) generated by a voltage command step from -70 mV to -278 

100 mV. EPSCs were automatically detected and later separated from noise using a 279 

custom computer assisted waveform-based event sorting program written in MATLAB 280 

(Hendrickson et al., 2008). EPSC decay was measured by calculating the best fit 281 

exponentially-decaying line for the decay period of the EPSC. Initial action potential 282 

rising slope was calculated by measuring the peak of the first derivative of voltage with 283 

respect to time (dV/dt). Threshold was defined as Vm at the time the dV/dt voltage 284 
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reached 10% of its peak value (similar to Meeks et al., 2005). Membrane capacitance 285 

and input resistance were calculated according to current clamp-based multi-286 

compartmental algorithms (Golowasch et al., 2009). Briefly, the voltage response of 287 

each cell to a hyperpolarizing current step was fit with a series of multi-exponential 288 

curves, and the best fit determined by identifying the solution with the lowest value of 289 

the Bayesian Information Criterion (to avoid over-fitting). 290 

 291 

Statistical Analysis 292 

Unless otherwise indicated, comparisons between two groups were made using the 293 

nonparametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. Comparisons involving multiple 294 

experimental groups were made using one-way ANOVA. Repeated measures ANOVA 295 

was used for 20 Hz glomerular stimulation experiments. Statistical significance 296 

threshold was set at p<0.05 for all comparisons. 297 

  298 
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Results 299 
 300 
Arc expression is upregulated in posterior AOB IGCs following resident-intruder 301 

encounters 302 

Arc is expressed in IGCs in rodents shortly after mating, an AOS-mediated behavior 303 

that induces pheromonal memory formation in females (Bruce and Parrott, 1960; 304 

Brennan et al., 1995; Matsuoka et al., 2002a; Matsuoka et al., 2003). If experience-305 

dependent plasticity in the AOB is a more general response to chemosensory social 306 

events, we hypothesized that the social chemosensory encounters associated with 307 

male-male territorial aggression, which is AOS-mediated, would induce AOB plasticity. 308 

We used the resident-intruder paradigm, known to encourage AOS-dependent territorial 309 

aggression between males, as our behavioral challenge (Maruniak et al., 1986; Stowers 310 

et al., 2002). Adult male wild-type C57BL/6J residents were housed individually for one 311 

week and then exposed to adult male BALB/cJ intruders for 10 minutes. Arc protein 312 

expression was significantly increased 90 minutes after the behavior in AOB IGCs of 313 

resident males compared to controls (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.0001, Fig. 1A-314 

D). Previous studies indicated that male-male resident-intruder encounters increase Fos 315 

expression in the posterior AOB (pAOB), which is selectively innervated by 316 

vomeronasal sensory neurons (VSNs) that express members of the V2R subfamily of 317 

vomeronasal receptors (Belluscio et al., 1999; Kumar et al., 1999; Rodriguez et al., 318 

1999; Chamero et al., 2007). Consistent with these results, Arc protein expression after 319 

the resident-intruder paradigm was selectively upregulated in pAOB IGCs (Wilcoxon-320 

Mann-Whitney test, p<0.001, Fig. 1E). These initial results show that Arc expression in 321 

IGCs following resident-intruder behavior is similar to Arc expression following mating 322 
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behavior, and suggest that Arc expression occurs in an interneuron population that 323 

might increase MC inhibition after resident-intruder encounters.  324 

 325 

Arc-d4EGFP-BAC tools mark Arc-expressing IGCs in a time- and chemosignal-326 

dependent manner 327 

To identify Arc-expressing IGCs in live tissue, we utilized Arc-d4EGFP-BAC reporter 328 

mice (Grinevich et al., 2009). In these mice, a destabilized form of EGFP with a 4-hour 329 

half-life (d4EGFP) is expressed under control of the Arc promoter on a bacterial artificial 330 

chromosome, leaving endogenous Arc unperturbed. To assess the Arc-d4EGFP-BAC 331 

reporter, we used Arc-d4EGFP-BAC male mice as residents in the resident-intruder 332 

paradigm. We sacrificed animals at various time points following behavior (Fig. 2A) and 333 

compared Arc protein and d4EGFP immunostaining levels to controls (no intruder, 334 

BALB/cJ male soiled bedding only, Fig. 2A-D). Arc protein expression began rising by 335 

30 minutes post-behavior, peaked 1-2 hours post-behavior and returned to baseline by 336 

4 hours post-behavior (one-way ANOVA, F(7,11)=18.64, p<0.0001, n = 1-2 mice and 2-337 

3 sections per condition, 11 mice and 19 sections overall, Fig. 2A, C). d4EGFP levels 338 

increased significantly by 1 hour post-behavior and remained elevated at 4 hours post-339 

behavior (one-way ANOVA, F(7,11)=13.07, p=0.0002, Fig. 2 A, D). We observed strong 340 

colocalization between the Arc protein and d4EGFP signals, while some cells showed 341 

d4EGFP signal but no Arc protein in the cell soma. This effect could be explained by the 342 

fact that Arc protein is often localized to the dendrites (Shepherd and Bear, 2011), and 343 

that low levels of d4EGFP expression (indicating low level Arc transcription) were 344 

boosted by immunostaining. 345 
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Because d4EGFP immunostaining boosts very weak signals, we wanted to test 346 

whether d4EGFP expression alone was sufficient to identify Arc-expressing cells in 347 

living tissue. Live 2-photon imaging of acute AOB slices from Arc-d4EGFP-BAC 348 

residents revealed robust d4EGFP expression starting at 3 hours post-behavior and 349 

remaining strong until 6 hours post-behavior (Fig. 2E). Thus, unamplified d4EGFP 350 

signals lag behind the immunostaining time course, which is likely due to differences in 351 

antibody-amplified versus native d4EGFP signal. Importantly, the time window including 352 

the strongest behaviorally-driven d4EGFP expression was well-aligned with the time 353 

course of acute slice electrophysiological experiments, making the Arc-d4EGFP-BAC 354 

mice a strong tool for investigating the physiological properties of Arc-expressing IGCs. 355 

Before we tested Arc-expressing IGC physiology, we wanted to determine whether 356 

d4EGFP expression required AOS sensory activation. This was important because 357 

different salient behaviors can activate centrifugal input into the entire olfactory bulb 358 

(Shipley et al., 1985; Brennan et al., 1990; Nunez-Parra et al., 2013; Rothermel et al., 359 

2014; Oettl et al., 2016). Previous studies of AOB IEG expression indicated that 360 

chemosensory stimulation alone (soiled bedding) is sufficient to induce Arc expression 361 

and that social interaction increases this effect (Matsuoka et al., 2002b). Having 362 

confirmed that AOS chemosensory stimulation alone was sufficient to induce robust Arc 363 

expression (Fig. 2B-D), we wanted to next determine whether AOS activation was 364 

necessary for Arc expression. To accomplish this, we backcrossed Arc-d4EGFP-BAC 365 

reporter mice into a Trpc2-/- background. Trpc2, which is expressed in all vomeronasal 366 

sensory neurons and a small percentage of main olfactory sensory neurons, is required 367 

for proper chemosensory transduction (Omura and Mombaerts, 2014). Thus, Trpc2-/- 368 
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mice have severely disrupted vomeronasal chemosensory transduction and profound 369 

changes to AOS-mediated behaviors while retaining most main olfactory function 370 

(Stowers et al., 2002; Kimchi et al., 2007; Papes et al., 2010). We introduced Arc-371 

d4EGFP-BAC, Trpc2-/- resident males to BALB/cJ male intruders and imaged acutely-372 

prepared live AOB slices using 2-photon microscopy 4 hours post-behavior, a time of 373 

robust d4EGFP expression after resident-intruder behaviors (Fig. 3). We quantified 374 

d4EGFP expression in the posterior ICL for Trpc2+/+, Trpc2+/-, and Trpc2-/- animals 375 

exposed to intruders, as well as Trpc2+/+ residents that were left alone in an empty cage 376 

(no intruder) for 10 minutes (Fig. 3 A-F). Compared to the Trpc2 wild-type, all other 377 

groups showed significantly reduced d4EGFP expression (one-way ANOVA 378 

F(3,26)=22.75, p<0.0001, Fig. 3F). This reduction occurred despite the fact that Trpc-/- 379 

animals do not display deficits in olfactory social investigation (Stowers et al., 2002). 380 

Total d4EGFP intensity in Trpc2-/- animals exposed to intruders matched that of Trpc2+/+ 381 

animals left alone in an empty cage, indicating that sensory input from VSNs is 382 

necessary for the elevated Arc expression in AOB IGCs (Fig. 3F). These results show 383 

that Arc-d4EGFP-BAC reporter mice label Arc-expressing IGCs in living AOB tissue, 384 

and show that VSN activation is both necessary and sufficient to induce AOB Arc 385 

expression after resident-intruder encounters.  386 

 387 

Arc-expressing IGCs respond strongly to glomerular stimulation 388 

Previous work showed experience-dependent increases in inhibitory tone in the AOB 389 

following salient social behavior, suggesting that IGCs increase their inhibitory influence 390 

on MC output (Brennan et al., 1990; Brennan et al., 1995). If the IGCs expressing Arc 391 
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after social chemosensory interactions contribute to AOB experience-dependent 392 

plasticity, we hypothesized that Arc-expressing IGCs would respond differently to AOB 393 

sensory input than non-expressing IGCs. To test this hypothesis, we made targeted 394 

whole cell patch clamp recordings from Arc-expressing (d4EGFP+) and non-expressing 395 

(d4EGFP–) IGCs in acute slices 4-8 hours after resident-intruder experiments (Fig. 4). 396 

To simulate sensory activity, we electrically stimulated VSN fibers in the AOB 397 

glomerular layer using theta-glass electrodes. Stimulating the glomerular layer induces 398 

glutamate release from VSN terminals and activates downstream MCs, which in turn 399 

activate IGCs at dendro-dendritic synapses (Fig. 4A). Thus, IGC activation resulting 400 

from VSN terminal stimulation is a di-synaptic effect. In voltage clamp, Arc-expressing 401 

IGCs showed increased single pulse EPSC charge transfer and peak current amplitude 402 

compared to non-expressing IGCs across stimulus intensities (paired, 2-tailed Student’s 403 

t-test, p<0.05, n=10 slices across 7 mice Fig. 4B-F). d4EGFP+ IGCs were recorded first 404 

in 6/10 experiments, so we investigated possible order effects by comparing these 405 

same responses based on the recording order (Fig. 4D, F). We found no differences in 406 

this comparison (paired, 2-tailed Student’s t-test, p>0.05), indicating that order effects 407 

cannot explain the increased excitability of d4EGFP+ IGCs. In order to evaluate the 408 

physiological relevance of these responses, we approximated strong MC activation by 409 

delivering a 3 s, 20 Hz train of stimuli to glomerular layer (matching MC firing rates 410 

measured during direct chemosensory stimulation of the VNO; Meeks et al., 2010). In 411 

current clamp, d4EGFP+ IGCS responded to trains with increased peak amplitudes, 412 

which were also sustained throughout the 3 second stimulus (repeated measures 413 

ANOVA, main effect of group F(1,18)=4.51, p=0.048, Fig. 4G-H). This effect was 414 
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eliminated when the same data was organized based on recording order (repeated 415 

measures ANOVA, no main effect of group F(1,18)=0.03, p=0.87, Fig. 4I). In voltage 416 

clamp, the same d4EGFP+ IGCs responded to stimulus trains with significantly greater 417 

charge transfer than d4EGFP– IGCs and sustained this increase throughout the 3 418 

seconds of stimulation (repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of group F(1,18)=5.52, 419 

p=0.03, Fig. 4J). As before, this effect was not due to an effect of recording order 420 

(repeated measures ANOVA, no main effect of group F(1,18)=0.07, p=0.79, Fig. 4K). 421 

These data indicate that Arc-expressing IGCs are more engaged by sensory input 422 

stimulation, which may reflect enhanced MC-IGC synaptic communication or increased 423 

IGC intrinsic excitability. These data also suggest that Arc-expressing IGCs may 424 

contribute to experience-dependent MC inhibition. 425 

 426 

Arc-expressing IGCs do not possess increased synapse strength or density 427 

We hypothesized that the increased activation of Arc-expressing IGCs was due to a 428 

change in the number of MC-IGC synapses or a change in MC-IGC synaptic strength. 429 

To test these hypotheses, we recorded spontaneous and miniature EPSCs (sEPSCs 430 

and mEPSCs, respectively) from d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs (Fig. 5). Arc-expressing 431 

IGCs did not exhibit a significant difference in sEPSC or mEPSC amplitude or frequency 432 

(Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p>0.05, Fig. 5A-C). In these experiments, biocytin was 433 

included in the recording pipette to allow post hoc analysis of dendrite morphology and 434 

dendritic spine density. Analysis of IGC dendrites showed a trend towards slightly lower 435 

spine densities in Arc-expressing IGCs compared to non-expressing IGCs (Wilcoxon-436 

Mann-Whitney test, p=0.0556, Fig. 5D-E). Similarly there were no differences in 437 
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average dendritic branch length (d4EGFP+: 485.3 ± 115.7 μm n=6, d4EGFP-: 365.5 ± 438 

57.2 μm n=8, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.57), maximum dendritic branch length 439 

(d4EGFP+: 1813 ± 149.4 μm n=6, d4EGFP-: 1548 ± 231.4 μm n=8, Wilcoxon-Mann-440 

Whitney test, p=0.41), or number of branches (d4EGFP+: 17.5 ± 4.75 branches n=6, 441 

d4EGFP-: 14.3 ± 1.89 branches n=8, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.59). Taken 442 

together, these results indicate that changes in IGC synaptic strength or number cannot 443 

explain the increased responses to glomerular stimulation in Arc-expressing IGCs. 444 

 445 

Arc-expressing IGCs possess enhanced intrinsic excitability 446 

Lacking support for our initial hypothesis, we turned to an alternative, which was that 447 

Arc-expressing IGCs respond more strongly to VSN input stimulation due to changes in 448 

intrinsic properties. We utilized a systematic approach in order to assess possible 449 

intrinsic physiological differences in an unbiased way. We targeted whole-cell patch-450 

clamp recordings to Arc-expressing and non-expressing IGCs 4-8 hours post-behavior 451 

and delivered a series of electrophysiological challenges in current and voltage clamp. 452 

Using automated algorithms (See Experimental Procedures), we quantified 26 453 

physiological characteristics covering a variety of intrinsic properties (Table 1). To 454 

capture the differences between Arc-expressing and non-expressing IGCs, we 455 

performed cluster analysis on the 26-dimensional array of characteristics from 100 456 

neurons that had undergone the same electrophysiological challenges (Fig. 6A-B). This 457 

collection of cells contained 26 d4EGFP+ and 23 d4EGFP– cells, along with 39 control 458 

IGCs from mice that had not undergone behavioral challenges and 12 MCs (used as a 459 

control population; Fig. 6A-B). 4 clusters were identified by this analysis. 69.2% of all 460 
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d4EGFP+ IGCs were assigned to Cluster 3, where neurons exhibited sustained strong 461 

spiking activity in response to depolarization and lower levels of spike accommodation. 462 

Other intrinsic characteristics, including input resistance, resting membrane potential 463 

and action potential threshold, were highly variable across cells in this cluster, indicating 464 

that increased IGC firing frequency was not associated with a systematic change in 465 

these other properties.  466 

In assessing individual intrinsic properties, few differed significantly between 467 

d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs (Fig. 6C-H). The most noteworthy individual 468 

characteristic was an increase in spiking frequency in response to strong somatic 469 

depolarization in Arc-expressing IGCs (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.0001, Fig. 470 

6D). d4EGFP+ IGCs demonstrated an increase in the maximal slope of initial action 471 

potentials (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05, Fig. 6E), which was not a result of 472 

increased sodium current peak amplitudes (d4EGFP+: 2.33 ± 0.22 nA, d4EGFP–: 2.02 473 

± 0.14 nA, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.49) or spike threshold (d4EGFP+: -23.5 ± 474 

1.5 mV, d4EGFP–: -23.0 ± 1.3 mV, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.53).  475 

Arc-expressing IGCs also exhibited a slight decrease in hyperpolarization-activated 476 

cation (IH) currents (Fig. 6G), which we confirmed by measuring the currents blocked by 477 

the HCN channel antagonist ZD7288 (10 μM; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05, Fig. 478 

6H). Because IGCs have high input resistance (1.0 ± 0.17 GΩ, n = 54 IGCs), small 479 

amplitude IH currents resulted in prominent depolarization (“sag” potential) measured at 480 

the soma (d4EGFP+: 5.81 ± 0.62 mV, d4EGFP-: 8.37 ± 0.90 mV, Wilcoxon-Mann-481 

Whitney test, p=0.11).  These basic IH measurements were made after step 482 

hyperpolarization from a steady-state membrane potential near -70 mV, which may 483 
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have obscured IH conductances open near IGC resting potential. To measure the 484 

contributions of such conductances, we subtracted IH sag potentials (reflecting 485 

conductances activated by the transition from ~-70 to ~-125 mV) from rebound 486 

depolarizations that occurred after the hyperpolarizing pulses (reflecting all IH 487 

conductances). This analysis revealed a larger relative contribution of  IH conductances 488 

near resting potential in d4EGFP+ IGCs compared to d4EGFP– IGCs, suggesting a 489 

slight shift in the voltage-dependence of activation of HCN channels (d4EGFP+:  1.33 ± 490 

0.57 mV, d4EGFP-: 0.23 ± 0.47 mV; Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, p = 0.059). At face 491 

value, these IH results were somewhat surprising. However, modulation of IH has been 492 

reported in Arc-dependent plasticity elsewhere in the brain (Shah, 2014). In many cases 493 

downregulation of IH has been associated with increased neuronal excitability (Poolos et 494 

al., 2002; Brager and Johnston, 2007; Campanac et al., 2008; Yi et al., 2016).  495 

It may be possible that Arc is required for the expression of experience-dependent 496 

increases in IGC excitability. To investigate this hypothesis, we utilized Arc-d2EGFP 497 

knock-in/knock-out animals (Wang et al., 2006). In Arc-/- animals, d2EGFP is expressed 498 

in neurons that would normally express Arc. We repeated our intrinsic 499 

electrophysiological assay in acute slices taken from Arc-/- male residents. d2EGFP+ 500 

IGCs in Arc-/- mice showed no differences in maximum spiking frequency (d2EGFP+: 501 

34.34 ± 4.64 Hz, n=16, d2EGFP-: 27.25 ± 4.38 Hz, n=12, p=0.30 Wilcoxon-Mann-502 

Whitney test), IH sag potential (d2EGFP+: 7.15 ± 0.71 mV, n=20, d2EGFP-: 7.80 ± 1.31 503 

mV, n=14, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.45), or IH currents (IH current ratio 504 

d2EGFP+: 0.173 ± 0.025, n=17, d2EGFP–: 0.155 ± 0.029, n=14, Wilcoxon-Mann-505 

Whitney test, p=0.80) compared to d2EGFP– IGCs from the same slices. These results 506 
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suggest that Arc is required for the observed differences in excitability between Arc-507 

expressing and non-expressing IGCs following male-male social interaction. 508 

 509 

MC responses to glomerular stimulation are suppressed following behavior 510 

The increased excitability of Arc-expressing IGCs suggests that AOB MCs may 511 

experience stimulus-associated suppression following resident-intruder encounters. To 512 

test this hypothesis, we measured the responses of posterior AOB MCs to glomerular 513 

layer stimulation during the same 4-8 hour post-behavior time window used in IGC 514 

recordings (Fig. 7). MCs in current clamp were depolarized via steady-state current 515 

injections to -55 mV (just below action potential threshold), and exposed to 3 second, 20 516 

Hz glomerular layer stimulation (Fig. 7B-C). We observed less evoked spiking activity in 517 

MCs in AOB slices taken from post-behavior resident males than no-intruder controls  518 

(repeated measures ANOVA, interaction between group and stimulus, F(59,1298)=2.45, 519 

p<0.0001, n=13 cells, 4 mice for “intruder” group; n=9 cells, 4 mice for “no intruder” 520 

group, Fig. 7B-C). Voltage clamp experiments from these same cells held at -40 mV 521 

revealed suppressed net inward current during the stimulus trains (repeated measures 522 

ANOVA, main effect of group, F(1,22)=8.49, p=0.008, Fig. 7D). We observed no 523 

differences in net inward current when cells were held at -50 mV (nearer Cl- reversal 524 

potential), indicating that the results at -40 mV reflect the influence of increased outward 525 

currents (repeated measures ANOVA, no main effect of group F(1,22)=0.07, p=0.80). 526 

We did not observe increased MC intrinsic excitability post-behavior (MC max spiking 527 

frequency: 48.1 ± 2.5 Hz post-behavior, 40.2 ± 2.1 Hz control, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney 528 

test, p=0.13), but did involve a small decrease in IH currents (normalized IH current ratio 529 
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0.0342 ± 0.003 post-behavior, 0.047 ± 0.005, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.035). 530 

Importantly, these currents are much smaller than those observed in IGCs, consistent 531 

with recent observations in mitral cells (Gorin et al., 2016). These results confirm that 532 

male-male social chemosensory encounters are associated with subsequent MC 533 

suppression, consistent with an experience-dependent increase in IGC-MC inhibition. 534 

 535 

Discussion 536 

The AOB remains a mysterious sensory circuit. It is often considered to be a relay 537 

station for information about environmental pheromones and kairomones, but there is 538 

ample evidence that the AOB also participates in experience-dependent plasticity 539 

(Brennan, 2009). Experience-dependent plasticity in the AOB has almost exclusively 540 

been studied in the female rodent AOB in the context of mating (Binns and Brennan, 541 

2005; Brennan and Kendrick, 2006), but there are many other rodent behaviors that are 542 

strongly influenced by the AOS (Maruniak et al., 1986; Wysocki and Lepri, 1991; 543 

Stowers et al., 2002; Kimchi et al., 2007; Papes et al., 2010). The principal motivation 544 

for this work was a desire to learn more about experience-dependent AOB plasticity in 545 

the context of non-mating AOS-mediated behaviors. 546 

We specifically chose to study the resident-intruder territorial aggression paradigm 547 

because it is a male-typical AOS-dependent behavior that induces robust IEG activation 548 

in the AOB (Maruniak et al., 1986; Wysocki and Lepri, 1991; Kumar et al., 1999; 549 

Stowers et al., 2002). Arc is upregulated in male and female rodent AOB IGCs following 550 

mating (Matsuoka et al., 2002a; Matsuoka et al., 2002b; Matsuoka et al., 2003), 551 

suggesting that Arc-expressing IGCs may underlie the increased AOB inhibition 552 
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observed in this context (Kaba and Keverne, 1988; Brennan et al., 1990). Our results 553 

show that Arc is selectively transcribed and translated in posterior AOB IGCs of male 554 

mice following male-male social chemosensory encounters (Figs. 1-2). Arc upregulation 555 

in AOB IGCs after the resident-intruder assay requires AOS chemosensory signaling, 556 

indicating that this effect is not caused by brain processes (e.g., centrifugal 557 

neuromodulation) associated with other sensory systems (Figs. 2-3).  558 

The specific neurophysiological changes reported in Arc-expressing neurons in other 559 

brain regions vary widely and are often subtle (Wang et al., 2006; Ploski et al., 2008; 560 

Shepherd and Bear, 2011; Jakkamsetti et al., 2013). For example, Arc-deficient 561 

pyramidal neurons in visual cortex have an overall reduction in their orientation 562 

selectivity, but retain experience-dependent refinement of this selectivity (Wang et al., 563 

2006). In the context of novel environment exploration, Arc-expressing hippocampal 564 

pyramidal neurons do not show outright synaptic depression, but instead are primed for 565 

mGluR-dependent LTD (Jakkamsetti et al., 2013). In the AOB, Arc upregulation is 566 

conspicuously absent in projecting MCs (Figs. 1-3). IGCs are physiologically and 567 

morphologically different than most of the principal cell types in which Arc has been 568 

studied. Specifically, IGCs are axonless and use reciprocal dendro-dendritic synapses 569 

to communicate with MCs (Jia et al., 1999; Taniguchi and Kaba, 2001). IGCs also 570 

experience significant cellular turnover in adulthood, and are replenished by adult-born 571 

neurons that migrate via the rostral migratory stream (Alvarez-Buylla and Garcia-572 

Verdugo, 2002). The selective capacity of IGCs to upregulate Arc in response to social 573 

chemosensory experience suggests these interneurons may be primary drivers of AOB 574 

experience-dependent plasticity.  575 
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There are several genetic tools for labeling and manipulating Arc-expressing cells in 576 

living mouse brain tissue (Wang et al., 2006; Grinevich et al., 2009; Guenthner et al., 577 

2013; Kawashima et al., 2014). We specifically chose Arc-d4EGFP-BAC reporter mice 578 

for our initial physiological experiments for two reasons. Firstly, endogenous Arc 579 

expression in these mice is unperturbed. Secondly, the half-life of the d4EGFP reporter 580 

allowed us to visualize Arc-expressing cells in acute slices for several hours following 581 

behavior.  Arc-d2EGFP knock-in/knock-out mice remain a helpful tool for exploring the 582 

Arc-dependence of various forms of neuronal plasticity. However, experiments involving 583 

these mice use Arc-positive controls that are haploinsufficient for Arc and limit targeted 584 

physiology experiments to shorter time windows.  585 

Previous studies of AOB IGC function used pharmacology to approximate the 586 

conditions present during salient social events (Araneda and Firestein, 2006; Smith et 587 

al., 2009; Taniguchi et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2015). These studies revealed important 588 

features of IGC neuromodulation, but did not investigate the cellular and synaptic 589 

changes that occur in IGCs activated by bona fide social behaviors. In Arc-d4EGFP-590 

BAC mice, Arc expression in IGCs after resident-intruder encounters correlates with 591 

increased activation by sensory input (Fig. 4) and increased intrinsic excitability (Fig. 6). 592 

Arc expression has been associated with glutamate receptor trafficking in other contexts 593 

(Chowdhury et al., 2006; Shepherd et al., 2006; Waung et al., 2008). However, our data 594 

show that the increased network excitability of Arc-expressing IGCs is not related to an 595 

increase in EPSC frequency or amplitude, nor is there evidence of significant 596 

upregulation in the number of dendritic spines (Fig. 5). These results were somewhat 597 

surprising in light of previous work showing increased size of the postsynaptic density 598 
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on IGC dendrites in female mice one day after mating, suggesting increased excitatory 599 

drive on IGCs (Matsuoka et al., 2004). However, our experiments took place both in a 600 

different behavioral context and at an earlier time point, which could indicate that 601 

different mechanisms or time courses are present following male-male social 602 

encounters. The increased excitability seen in Arc-expressing cells in d4EGFP mice 603 

was not observed in Arc-/- mice from the Arc-d2EGFP strain. This indicates that Arc 604 

participates in the intrinsic differences in AOB IGCs seen after resident-intruder 605 

encounters. Collectively, these data suggest that Arc expression in IGCs contributes to 606 

an increased intrinsic capacity to respond to sensory input.  607 

IGCs do not receive direct excitation from VSN terminals in the AOB glomerular 608 

layer, but are instead activated by glutamate release from MCs at reciprocal dendro-609 

dendritic synapses (Jia et al., 1999; Taniguchi and Kaba, 2001). MCs do not 610 

demonstrate experience-dependent increases in intrinsic excitability following resident-611 

intruder encounters, suggesting that the increased IGC activation is specific to the IGC 612 

postsynaptic response. However, it is also possible that a change in presynaptic 613 

function in the MCs providing input to Arc-expressing IGCs contributes to this effect. To 614 

approach this question will require tools that label both Arc-expressing IGCs and their 615 

connected MCs in living tissue.  616 

In our investigation of the intrinsic differences between Arc-expressing and non-617 

expressing cells, we employed methods aimed at objectively classifying cells based on 618 

the expression of 26 specific characteristics. Arc-expressing and non-expressing cells 619 

were segregated into clusters that differed in their capacity to sustain high frequency 620 

spiking (Fig. 6). The increase in excitability was not a result of changes to voltage gated 621 
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sodium channel threshold, sodium current amplitudes, or macroscopic changes to 622 

voltage gated potassium currents. However, this analysis did reveal a trend for Arc-623 

expressing IGCs to possess smaller IH currents, which we confirmed pharmacologically 624 

(Fig. 6). HCN channel expression has been noted in the AOB, and in IGCs, but their 625 

specific role in AOB circuit function has not yet been determined (Hu et al., 2016). IH is 626 

active at resting membrane potential and gives rise to rebound depolarization after relief 627 

from transient hyperpolarization (Robinson and Siegelbaum, 2003; Biel et al., 2009). At 628 

face value, the observed decrease in IH is at odds with the increase in intrinsic 629 

excitability seen in Arc-expressing IGCs. However, several other studies have shown 630 

that plasticity-induced decreases in IH are associated with increases in excitability 631 

(Poolos et al., 2002; Brager and Johnston, 2007; Campanac et al., 2008; Yi et al., 632 

2016). One potential factor in the apparent excitatory influence of decreased IH could be 633 

a shift in the voltage dependence of HCN channel activation, leading to an increased 634 

number of HCN channels open at rest. Overall, our results suggest that experience-635 

dependent plasticity modulates IGC IH currents, perhaps selectively in 636 

postsynaptic/dendritic structures. (Lorincz et al., 2002; Yi et al., 2016). 637 

We confirmed that posterior MC activity is suppressed in AOB slices from resident 638 

mice following the resident-intruder assay (Fig. 7). This observation supports the 639 

hypothesis that experience-dependent upregulation of IGC excitability in Arc-expressing 640 

cells contributes to MC suppression. The effects were relatively modest, but were 641 

achieved despite lacking an experience-dependent marker to select for MCs that were 642 

active during the resident-intruder encounter.  It is possible that this limitation precluded 643 
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us from identifying other physiological changes in MCs that are induced following male-644 

male social interaction.  645 

The observed increases in IGC intrinsic excitability and MC suppression are present 646 

for at least 8 hours following behavior. This suggests that MC activation upon re-647 

exposure to the same male during this time window would be decreased, which may 648 

result in a change in male-male social interactions. In the context of the Bruce Effect, 649 

pheromonal learning is AOB-dependent and can persist for many weeks (Brennan and 650 

Keverne, 1997). It may be the case that the AOS refines male-male social interactions 651 

over similar time courses, but the specific behavioral impacts and time courses of any 652 

effects remain to be elucidated. In sum, these data reveal that AOB experience-653 

dependent plasticity involves Arc upregulation in IGCs, which results in increased MC 654 

inhibition through upregulation of IGC intrinsic excitability. Furthermore, our data show 655 

that inhibitory plasticity in the AOB occurs across social contexts and is a general 656 

feature of the AOS. 657 

 658 
659 
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Figure Legends 878 

 879 

Figure 1. Exposing resident males to novel male intruders results in upregulation Arc 880 

protein expression in AOB IGCs.  A, Parasagittal section through the AOB of a 881 

C57BL/6J male resident 90 minutes after being exposed to a BALB/cJ male intruder. 882 

Immunofluorescence indicates Arc protein expression. Scale bar: 100 μm. n=6 animals, 883 

23 sections. GL, glomerular layer; ECL, external cellular layer; LOT, lateral olfactory 884 

tract; ICL, internal cellular layer. B, AOB section from a control resident that was not 885 

exposed to an intruder. n=3 animals, 12 sections.  C, Enhanced view of IGCs in the 886 

boxed in area in panel A. D, Percentage of all cells expressing somatic Arc protein. 887 

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, **** p<0.0001. Scale bar: 100 μm. E, Normalized anterior-888 

posterior position of Arc-expressing cells in the ICL, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, *** 889 

p<0.001.  890 

 891 

Figure 2. Arc protein expression peaks 2 hours after behavior and overlaps with 892 

d4EGFP expression in Arc-d4EGFP-BAC mice. A, Parasagittal AOB sections from 893 

resident mice perfused 0, 30, 60, 120, or 240 minutes after behavior, stained for both 894 

Arc protein and d4EGFP. The ICL is indicated by white dotted lines, posterior AOB is 895 

shown. Scale bar: 100 μm.  B, Arc protein and d4EGFP expression in negative control 896 

mice that were perfused after 0 or 60 minutes in the behavioral setup, but were not 897 

exposed to a BALB/cJ intruder (left 2 panels). Arc protein and d4EGFP expression in a 898 

resident mouse that was exposed to soiled BALB/cJ bedding only in the behavioral 899 

setup, then perfused 60 minutes later. Scale bar: 50 μm. C, Quantification of Arc 900 
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immunostaining across conditions. One-way ANOVA, F(7,11)=18.64, p<0.0001. D, 901 

Quantification of d4EGFP immunostaining across conditions. One-way ANOVA, 902 

F(7,11)=13.07, p=0.0002. For panels C and D, *, **, and ***, and **** represent p<0.05, 903 

0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001, respectively, compared to the 0 min. controls (19 sections 904 

across 11 mice, ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method). E, 905 

Time course of d4EGFP expression in a single acute live slice visualized using 2-photon 906 

microscopy. Each image is a maximum z-projection of a 200 μm slice. Dissection 907 

occurred 1 hour after behavior. Scale bar: 100 μm. 908 

 909 

Figure 3. Arc expression is not upregulated after the resident-intruder assay in Trpc2-/- 910 

mice.  A, Maximum z-projection of an acute AOB slice taken from an Arc-d4EGFP-BAC, 911 

Trpc2+/+ resident. Posterior AOB is shown.  Images were taken 4 hours after exposure 912 

to a BALB/cJ intruder. Scale bar: 200 μm. B, Representative z-projection taken from a 913 

control resident that was not exposed to an intruder. C, Quantification of summed 914 

fluorescence intensity across d4EGFP-expressing cells (IArc sum). Significance in each 915 

region determined using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. ** p<0.01; † p<0.1, Posterior 916 

ICL: n=9 mice, 10 slices (experimental), n=4 mice, 4 slices (control); Posterior ECL: n=9 917 

mice, 10 slices (experimental), n=3 mice, 3 slices (control); Anterior ICL/ECL n=6 mice, 918 

7 slices (experimental) n=2 mice, 2 slices (control). D, Representative z-projection taken 919 

from a Trpc2+/- Arc-d4EGFP-BAC male resident. E, Representative z-projection taken 920 

from a Trpc2-/- Arc-d4EGFP-BAC male resident. F, Quantification of IArc sum for the 921 

posterior ICL of all genotypes. Trpc2+/- n=5 mice, 10 slices, Trpc2-/- n=3 mice, 6 slices. 922 

One way ANOVA F(3,26)=22.75, p<0.0001. ***, and **** represent p<0.001, and 923 
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0.0001, respectively for indicated pairs (corrected for multiple comparisons using 924 

Tukey’s method). 925 

 926 

Figure 4. Arc-expressing IGCs show increased excitation by glomerular layer 927 

stimulation. A, Diagram illustrating experimental setup. Estim: theta glass stimulating 928 

electrode. Erec: recording electrode. B, Sample responses from a single, equal 929 

amplitude electrical stimulus from a d4EGFP+ cell and a nearby d4EGFP– cell from the 930 

same slice. C, Input-output curves showing charge transfer in response to a single 931 

stimulus pulse for d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– cells. Paired, 2-tailed Student’s t-test. * p< 932 

0.05, ** p<0.01. D, Same data from panel C, grouped by the order in which the cells 933 

were recorded rather than d4EGFP expression. E, Input-output curves showing EPSC 934 

amplitude in response to a single pulse; data grouped by d4EGFP expression. Paired, 935 

2-tailed Student’s t-test. † p<0.1 * p<0.05. F, Same data from panel E, grouped by the 936 

order in which cells were recorded. G, Sample traces from d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– 937 

IGCs responding to 3 s, 20 Hz stimulation. H, Peak amplitude reached in response to 938 

each pulse of a 3 s, 20 Hz stimulus train. Repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of 939 

group (F(1,18)=4.51,  p=0.048). I, Same data from panel H, grouped by the recording 940 

order. Repeated measures ANOVA, no main effect of group (F(1,18)=0.03, p=0.87) J, 941 

Total charge transfer  in response to each pulse of the 3 s, 20 Hz stimulus train. 942 

Repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of group (F(1,18)=5.52, p=0.03). K, Same 943 

data from panel J, grouped by recording order. Repeated measures ANOVA, no main 944 

effect of group (F(1,18)=0.07, p=0.79). For all panels n = 7 mice, 10 slices, 10 pairs. 945 

 946 
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 947 

 948 

Figure 5. Arc-expressing IGCs do not display enhanced synaptic strength or number 949 

compared to non-expressing IGCs. A, Sample sEPSC and mEPSC traces from 950 

d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– neurons. Scale bar: 10 pA, 500 ms. B, Spontaneous 951 

frequency and amplitude in d4EGFP+ IGCs. Significance determined using Wilcoxon-952 

Mann-Whitney test (n.s., p>0.05). d4EGFP+ n=8, d4EGFP– n=10, n mice=10. C, Mini 953 

frequency and amplitude of d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs. Significance determined 954 

using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test (n.s., p>0.05). d4EGFP+ n=8, d4EGFP– n=10, n 955 

mice=10.  D, Representative images showing dendritic spines on d4EGFP+ and 956 

d4EGFP– IGCs. Scale bar: 10 μm. E, Spines/um for d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– neurons. 957 

Significance determined using Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. n d4EGFP+ cells=5, n 958 

d4EGFP–cells=5, n mice=5. 959 

 960 

Figure 6. Arc-expressing IGCs are intrinsically more excitable than non-expressing 961 

IGCs. A, Colorized heat map representation of 26 intrinsic descriptors (rows) across 962 

100 AOB neurons (columns) that were subjected to current- and voltage-clamp 963 

challenges. Solid vertical lines indicate divisions between identified clusters. Below each 964 

cluster is the percentage of all d4EGFP+ IGCs within that cluster. B, Multidimensional 965 

scaling of relative differences across all 26 dimensions from (A) into 3 dimensions. Each 966 

individual colored point indicates a cell, and C1-C4 refer to the cluster definitions in (A). 967 

For A and B, d4EGFP+ IGC n=26, d4EGFP– IGC n=23, n animals=15, other IGC n=39, 968 

mitral n=12, n animals=37. C, Sample traces for d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs for 969 
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current clamp ramp challenges. Scale bar: 10 mV, 500 ms. D, d4EGFP+ IGCs exhibit 970 

significantly increased spiking frequency when depolarized by a current injection 971 

(d4EGFP+ n=26, d4EGFP– n=23, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.0001). E, 972 

d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs demonstrate increased maximal action potential slope 973 

(d4EGFP+ n=26, d4EGFP– n=23, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05). F, Sample 974 

traces for d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP- IGCs for voltage clamp ramp challenges. Traces 975 

displayed show responses to being held at -100, -90, -80, -70, -40, and -20 mV. Scale 976 

bar: 50 pA, 500 ms. G, IH current ratio for d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– cells (d4EGFP+ 977 

n=26, d4EGFP– n=23, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p=0.24). H, IH subtracted currents 978 

following 10 μM ZD7288 application for d4EGFP+ and d4EGFP– IGCs (d4EGFP+ cells 979 

n,=10, d4EGFP–cells n=10, n mice=9, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05). 980 

 981 

Figure 7. MCs show decreased excitation by glomerular stimulation following resident-982 

intruder behavior. A, Diagram illustrating experimental setup. Estim: theta glass 983 

stimulating electrode. Erec: recording electrode. B, Sample MC responses to 3 s, 20 Hz 984 

GL stimulation from residents that interacted with an intruder and control residents (no 985 

intruder). C, Per-stimulus spike probability in response to each pulse of 3 s, 20 Hz 986 

stimulation while cell was artificially brought to the subthreshold potential of -55 mV. 987 

Repeated measures ANOVA, interaction between group and stimulus 988 

(F(59,1298)=2.45, p<.0001) Behavior: n cells=14, n mice=4. No behavior: n cells=10, n 989 

mice=4. D, Peak current amplitude in response to 3 s, 20 Hz stimulation while cell was 990 

held at -40 mV. Repeated measures ANOVA, main effect of group (F(1,22)=8.49, 991 

p=0.008). Behavior: n cells=13, n mice=4. No behavior: n cells=9, n mice=4. 992 


















